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About This Game
Fluffy Friends 2 is a new game from the series about little fluffy friends. This is a puzzle where you have to solve problems in
creative ways, drawing everything that comes to your mind on the screen. It’s a great way to spend your time.

Features:
Lots of new levels;
Brand new location;
The game develops imagination;
Runs on Windows, Mac and Linux;
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Includes a lot of achievements.
Head for the hot desert to the mysterious pyramids and help the monsters to reach their friends. Use your wit and imagination.
Everything you draw on the screen immediately appears in the game, and this is the only way to pass all the levels. Now the
game has more of them and every single one of them is brand new. Interesting adventures are waiting for you, so hurry up, start
the game and be ready to show your creativity to solve new and interesting challenges.
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Title: Fluffy Friends 2
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
For Kids
Publisher:
For Kids
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: Core2Duo
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD2000
Storage: 500 MB available space
Sound Card: any

English,French,Italian,German,Greek,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Japanese
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fluffy friends 2017. fluffy friends 2. fluffy friends word of the day volume 2
So I it's veary rare that I will write a review for a game, however I feel that this deserves a review.
POSITIVE: THE GAME IS AMAZING, within the first day of having the game I logged around 5-6 hours on it.... the UI seems
to have improved since the original gameplay, the calls are interesting, and the overal enjoyment of the game is present.
NEGATIVES: BUGS EVERYWHERE, however the development team is ontop of there game and just looking at there
discusion board has reassured me that they are worikng on sollutions to the game.
OVER ALL: I believe that there should have been a little bit more testing in the beta stages, however I also see from a
developers point. When people are beging and asking for a game to be released, you just want to put out the product.. Fun litte
breakout type game with funny characters. I would recommend getting it with a discount but the developer seems amazing and it
is really cheap so go and support the dev !. Absolutely brilliant all the way through!. https://youtu.be/p-ucpkZp5nE
Well it is simple, it is in space and it does have neon.
Nothing ground breaking here but at a low cost point this is a solid little arcade puzzle type afair.
Looking for something to keep a kid busy for a rainy afternoon? This will do nicely.

. Always wanted to play it when i saw it when i was a kid. Recently i got it, played it and loved every min of it.
i give it
10/10
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BEST. GAME. IN. HISTORY. :). So far I'm enjoying this game, I've been recently streaming it on a streaming platform that's
fairly new. I still get terrified of it whenever I play it.. This game had a nice concept that could've been fun with proper
balancing; yet sadly it didn't. No matter how much you prepare your villagers, no matter what strategy you go at this game with,
you just get massacred once the dead start waking at night. Pixel Survivors had everything in place to be good, but executed
poorly. A few updates to the AI systems could fix it but development has gone dormant. On that note, I would not recommend
this game sadly.. My very first game that i have not finished.. A tragic game from all aspects... Just uninstall it!. I hate myself
for even owning this trash.. Wow - finally a fresh VR experince which is truely immersive! You have to like to maintain a space
ship on its travel through space - pretty cool graphics of the various ship rooms and the drones. You spend some time repairing
stuff and some time looking for resources - I have only played for an hour so will update after a while - but what I have seen so
far is really impressive
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